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Seven Health and Safety training challenges

1. Culture of underreporting incidents not addressed by training

2. Training is often expensive, e.g. consultants travelling to site

3. Current training seen as a tick box exercise, not a value-add activity

4. The smartphone generation speaks a ‘different language’

5. Employees are practically orientated, rather than academic

6. Hard to onboard large and diverse workforce, e.g. sub-contractors

7. Greater need to track and measure H&S training to understand trends and root causes



What is a Simulation?







Edgar Dale’s cone of experience (1969) and Bobbi DiPorter's 'Quantum Learning' 
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What is gamification and 
game-based training?



ATTENSI
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Who are Attensi?



A global provider of effective and results-oriented training and development

450+
SIMULATIONS DELIVERED

100+
CORPORATE CUSTOMERS

600k
AVERAGE ARR/CUSTOMER

140+
COUNTRIES WITH USERS

Boston London

Oslo



Attensi technology and solutions are based on three core principles 

Reduces the gap between theory and 
reality in order to change behavior

permanently 

Triggers engagement, involvement and 
Repitition and ensures a higher learning 

effect 

Translates to real world behavioural 
change, supported by deep insights to 

develop employees over time 

Realistic Gamified Real Impact





What does it look like in 
practice?



Click to play Hydro Case Study
http://bit.ly/2u6eiHY



3D simulation (Desktop or Mobile): Tackles cultural 
norms from realistic scenarios across the site

Mobile App: All site visitors must certify in Critical 7 to 
get authorisation on their site-entry pass

HYDRO HSE training ensures that every site visitor has a good understanding of the 
“Critical 7” fatality risks and then a 3D simulation normalises an effective HSEQ culture



Several gamesOn-board Safety Risks

• Shipping operator K Line needed to instil a culture of openness and  
accountability around on-board safety risks.

• Partnering with safety experts Propel Sayfr, Attensi created an 
interactive 3D simulation, named SAYFR.

• The simulation focused on educating best practice and speaking up on 
safety near misses, through facing realistic scenarios.

• After deploying SAYFR, K Line’s ‘reported near misses’ annual target 
was achieved within one quarter.

• 75% of maritime losses are attributable to human error, which is why 
fostering a culture of reporting is so important.

“The range of where the reports have come from has also massively
increased. It used to be the senior officers’ job to make reports. Now
they’re coming from a lot more members of the crew.” 
– Lloyd Swindell (K Line Deputy General Manager)

SAYFR safety improvements and incident prevention
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Questions? 


